Customer
Experience
Listen - Analyze - Act
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Customer centric data
driven approach to CX
LISTEN & OBTAIN CX
INSIGHTS
• Leverage VOC and competitive
analysis
• Engage with key stakeholders to
identify head and tail winds

ANALYZE AND
PRIORITIZE
• Correlate CX results with
operational performance
• Identify key segments and their
main drivers

ACT, MEASURE &
COMMUNICATE
• Simplify message through personas
and journeys
• Define and monitor success metrics
• Match actions with outcomes

+Across customer lifecycle and effective channel mix
2
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Measuring CX – The basics
CX measurement defined: Quantify the quality of experiences and their link to the organization’s overall metrics

Measuring our
performance from
the outside in

01

VOICE OF
CUSTOMER
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Help us calibrate CX
journeys

02

ACTIONABLE
INSIGHTS
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Is the cornerstone of
prioritization

03

LINK CX TO
BUSINESS
METRICS

Enable cultural
transformation and
accountability

04

CX CENTRIC AND
DATA DRIVEN
ORGANIZATION

CX measurement framework

2.Perceptions
Measures

Helps to

Examples

How customers
feel about what
happens and how
this affects their
overall customer
experience

Assess how well a
company delivers
against
customers’ CX
quality
expectations

•
•

Satisfaction
Ease

1.Interactions
Measures
What
happens
during the
interaction
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Helps to

Examples
Wait time
Product delivery
• Issue resolution
• Time spent on website
• Errors
•

Contextualize and
operationalize
perceptions

•
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3. Outcomes

Measures

What
customers
do as a
result of
the
experience

Helps to

Tie CX
quality
perceptions
to success
(e.g.,
financials)

Examples
• Likelihood to
recommend
• Likelihood to
purchase
• Actual purchases
made
• Number of web
visits resulting in
calls

CX measurement framework
Interactions
(Examples)

Perceptions
(VOC)
CX attributes
(Examples)

Transactions
Accounts opened
Product complaints

CX dimensions

Outcomes
Overall CX
(relational)

Right times
available
Key information
available

Actual outcomes
(e.g., repurchase,
churn rates, add-ons,
renewals, etc.)

Effectiveness

Help available
Time on hold

Quick order
Calls to call center
Complete orders

Clear information

Ease

Help accessible

Time to resolve
Abandon calls
Website visits

Empathetic rep
Easy to navigate
website

Emotion

Accurate order
status

Examples/non-exhaustive
5
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CX

Intended
outcomes
(e.g., Likelihood to
recommend)

CX measurement framework in
action
Customer
lifecycle

Aware & Buy

Use & seek help

#CX

Brand health metrics from the “outside in”
Customer Moments of truth
(MoT)

VOC across customer lifecycle

Customer centric business metrics – Top level

Easy to access info through the
website

Digital channels engagement: Web, email, Social media

Effective product training through
preferred channel

E-Learning and webinars: Participation in webinars and elearning, pass rate

Easy ordering process

Top of mind, Market share, Media Opptys, KOLs, product demos,
MQL and SQL*

Orders in time and in full

% of complete orders

Products with high reliability and easy
to use

# Product complaints

Available and knowledgeable
customer support

% TSS calls, #CS calls, Top 3 reasons

Transactional engagement channels
Website experience
E-Learning experience & effectiveness

Transactional Purchase and delivery
Transactional TSS & Customer Service:
NPS service
NPS product
Satisfaction with rep
Resolution rate
Open comments

NPS
I prefer “Acme” because it’s a partner
for me: Delivers a great CX at the
right time
Adoption/Loyalty

6

Install base growth by channel - Analyzers

1. Strategic relational - NPS and competition
Importance vs satisfaction at key moments of truth
2. Follow up relational - NPS
Brand attributes: Solution, product reliability, etc.

Install base adoption/ loyalty - Assays
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*Marketing qualified lead and Sales qualified leads

How can we rally the organization
around CX metrics?

01

Clear strategy

02

Organizational structure

03
Data quality and reliability

04
Invest in technology

7
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Customer analytics needs to be a C-level conversation and a
tactical conversation
o The place of customer analytics in your company’s strategy takes a
key role and CX metrics enables us to make insight-driven decisions
The CX analytics function requires increased attention within
the organization
o Enable collaboration with other analytics teams within the
organization to ensure alignment and evolve insights
Customer analytic outputs will only be as valuable as the
quality and quantity of customer data inputs
o A robust customer analytics processes need a well-defined data
structure inputs latency to monitor evolution
Strong customer analytic capabilities sit on a foundation
built upon three pillars of technology:
o Technologies that help produce analytics; distribute/publish
analytics; activate analytics

How to create and launch your CX
measurement program?
Focusing on a segment with a potentially high business impact helps demonstrate
the value of CX measurement efforts early in the transformation journey

Segment

Journey
You
Exec
Data

Measuring the experiences of one customer segment within a
business line/unit or channel that is especially important to the
business

Look across existing data and research to identify current pain points for
customers. Start by focusing on a small number of important, problematic
customer touchpoints
If you lack the data needed to identify pain points, turn to quick-fire journey
mapping to identify problem areas and then validate or invalidate with actual
customers
Armed with baseline data, you can demonstrate the value of CX efforts by simply
showing improvement — without promising to achieve specific numbers
Setting targets when first establishing a measurement program is risky because a
baseline measure of current performance needs to be established

Quick wins

Analyze drivers of CX ratings to determine the “why” behind scores
and lower operational performance. Prioritize!
Visible improvements that create an immediate benefit and are easy to implement
will drive organizational engagement to CX efforts

8
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Example of actions based on CX
measurements
An Efficiency seeker, Clinical lab specialist/technician
Lukas works on the blood bench in the lab, and he is focused on completing
lab tasks efficiently. He is trained to deal with stressful situations that require
quick and accurate turnaround. However, this doesn't mean that the work is
easy. Each work day is different, which can make coming to work a little
stressful for Lukas.

Initial troubleshooting

•
•

>1 million

Standalone
Systems

Lab’s capabilities

Highly
Integrated

Shift’s

1 Shift

“I need to make sure my assigned tasks
are completed on time and with 0 errors,
the equipment can be a help but
sometimes is a pain as I don’t have
feedback to be sure everything is going
well”

Clinical lab specialists – IDS and BDB
IDN/Large hospital

Follow up and resolution

I HAVE TO WAIT FOR A FIELD SERVICE SUPPORT
ENGINEER AND I NEED TO KNOW WHEN WILL ARRIVE

•

Have my visit scheduled immediately

•

Receive a confirmation date

•

Receive updates on the arrival

“I need to make sure my assigned tasks are completed on time and with 0 errors,
the equipment can be a help but sometimes is a pain as I don’t have feedback to
be sure everything is going well”

AVAILABLE AND KNOWLEADGABLE SUPPORT IS
AVAILABLE FOR QUICK RESOLUTION

MY ISSUE COULD NOT BE SOLVED

• Timely updates on resolution time

• Customer support provides timely updates
regarding issue resolution preventive
maintenance, routine service and repairs.

• Issue escalated (Global/R&D)

Having a knowledgeable telephone technical support team

•

Reference Lab

Search for lab
best practices

• Having best
practices
latest trends

• Google,
BD.com,
Colleagues, etc.

2.

Teka Smith, 28

lab tasks efficiently. She is trained to deal with stressful situations that require
quick and accurate turnaround. However, this doesn't mean that the work is
easy. Each workday is different, which can make coming to work a little
stressful for Teka.

Initial troubleshooting

5. FSE arrived and fixed
my equipment
Having a knowledgeable onsite technical
support team 108/101

Customer needs &
expectations

•

Systems

1 Shift

Shift’s

Focus Diagnostics
108/128,
Hardy,sure
Sekisui,
Fischer
108/128
“I need
to make
myThermo
assigned
tasks
>1 million
a. Cepheid,
Diagnostics,
areFocus
completed
on GenMark,
time andQuidel
with105/128
0 errors,
b. Beckman
97/120 can
; Genmark,
Hardybut
97/128
theCoulter
equipment
be a help
Highly
sometimes is a pain as I don’t have
Integrated
feedback to be sure everything is going
well”
#Importance/#satisfaction

•

Have my visit scheduled immediately

•

Receive a confirmation date

•

Receive updates on the arrival

AVAILABLE AND KNOWLEADGABLE SUPPORT IS
AVAILABLE FOR QUICK RESOLUTION

MY ISSUE COULD NOT BE SOLVED

• Having a knowledgeable onsite technical
support team

• Quick replacement (SLA)
• Timely updates on resolution time
• Issue escalated (Global/R&D)

• Customer support provides timely updates
regarding issue resolution preventive
maintenance, routine service and repairs.

Having a knowledgeable telephone technical support team

•

5. FSE arrived and fixed
my equipment
1. Looks for troubleshooting
tutorials on the internet

4. I have to wait for
an FSE

Providing effective new product training
materials to staff 109/107

2. Calls 1800638-8663
Reaching a live technical
service representative when
I need one 140/107

Having a knowledgeable onsite technical
support team 95/101

Receive timely updates regarding issue
resolution, preventive maintenance, routine
services and repairs 115/105

5b. An escalation is
generated

3. Seek
troubleshoot and
resolution

Receive timely updates regarding issue
resolution, preventive maintenance, routine
services and repairs 115/105

Having a knowledgeable
telephone technical 118/107

5a. FSE needs a part for
repair
Being kept informed when product/part is
in backorder/not available 101/96

Leading
Company

9

1.
2.
3.

o

o Results must be accurate,
timely, and informative
o Fully trained on procedures and
practices
o Timely resolution of any issue
to avoid workflow interruptions

o

technologies into their existing
workflow

Search for lab
best practices

• Having best
practices

latest trends

• Google,
BD.com,
Colleagues, etc.

Receive training and support
implementation/modify and test workflow
during implementation and activation

Maximize
utilization and
outcomes

• Clear and accurate resources and plan for implementation
• Get support through LIS integration
• Easy to use equipment and effective workflow

• Training tutorials, communities, co-workers,
managers/supervisors
• Equipment app
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Reach out for help to
avoid interruptions
• If unable to
resolve/trouble

shoot
an issue, I call the BD
help line
• I prefer a digital
channel

• Help Lighting
• Phone and field
support

Pain points
Lack of clear instructions of
processes/training
Lack of feedback from an
instrument to have confidence
to walk away
o Ease of use of instrument
o Hands on time, both physical
and UI iterations
o Security of samples
o Integration of new
technologies into their existing
workflow

o

o

Non-exhaustive

Copan, Focus diagnostics, Sekisui (109/120)
Copan 140/113, Focus diagnostics 140/111, Sekisui
140/112, Oxoid (140/108)
Abbott 118/113, BioMérieux 118/114, Copan 118/120

4.

Copan 115/113, Cepheid 115/108
Focus diagnostics 115/114

• Technical service is a very critical touchpoints for our customers
• The NPS ratings showed an increase in passives and a reduction in
promoters
• Time to arrive at site increased
• Operational cost increased due to site travel
Action:

Follow up and resolution

I HAVE TO WAIT FOR A FIELD SERVICE SUPPORT
ENGINEER AND I NEED TO KNOW WHEN WILL ARRIVE

I NEED SUPPORT FROM BD AS I CAN’T
FIX THE ISSUE ON MY OWN

#Importance/#satisfaction

24/7

Dispatch and visit

Providing training materials through my preferred
channel/method (e.g. online, in-person, apps).
Reaching a live technical support representative when I need
one
Customer support representatives providing helpful responses
in a way that I can understand

•

• MLM Medical Labs GmbH
Lack of clear instructions of
processes/training
• Berlin, Germany
Lack of feedback from an
instrument to have confidence
“I need to make sure my assigned tasks are completed on time and with 0 errors,
to walk away
the equipment can be a help but sometimes is a pain as I don’t have feedback to
o Ease of use of instrument
be sure everything is going well”
o Hands on time, both physical
and UI iterations
o Security of samples
Hi-level steps in the experience with Blood culture solutions
Integration of new
o

Needs &
expectations

5a. FSE needs a part for
repair

Becman Coulter , Copan, Quidel, Roche, Thermofisher
3. Abbott 100/ 112, BioMérieux, Cepheid, Hardy,
5.
<10,000
Samples per Year
(97/128)
Hologic, Quidel and Remel 100/128
An Efficiency
seeker,
Quidel 100/118, Thermo
Fisher 100/107,
MastClinical lab specialist/technician
4. Beckman Coulter 97/120 ; Genmark, Hardy
is focused on completing
Diagnostics 100/107Teka works on the blood bench in the lab, and she
97/128
Standalone
Lab’s capabilities

•

• Help Lighting
• Phone and field
support

(also known as Lab technician)

Situation:

Having a knowledgeable
telephone technical 100/106

I NEED TO FIND A BD TUTORIAL TO
TROUBLESHOOT MY ISSUE

Reach out for help to
avoid interruptions
• If unable to
resolve/trouble shoot
an issue, I call the BD
help line
• I prefer a digital
channel

26

Receive timely updates regarding issue
resolution, preventive maintenance, routine
services and repairs 97/105

Being kept informed when product/part is
in backorder/not available 105/102

1.

• Training tutorials, communities, co-workers,
managers/supervisors
• Equipment app
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5b. An escalation is
generated

Providing effective new
product training materials to
staff 97/101

Leading
Company

Maximize
utilization and
outcomes

• Clear and accurate resources and plan for implementation
• Get support through LIS integration
• Easy to use equipment and effective workflow

Technology
My measurements of success

Lukas Müller, 30
• Clinical Lab Specialist

Tools
and
sources

Receive timely updates regarding issue
resolution, preventive maintenance, routine
services and repairs 97/105

3. Seek
troubleshoot and
resolution
1. Looks for
troubleshooting
tutorials in the
internet

Receive training and support
implementation/modify and test workflow
during implementation and activation

4. I have to wait for
an FSE

Reaching a live technical
service representative when
I need one 100/106

Clinical lab specialists – IDS and BDB
Pain points

12

2. Calls 1800638-8663

o Results must be accurate,
timely, and informative
o Fully trained on procedures and
practices
o Timely resolution of any issue
to avoid workflow interruptions

Hi-level steps in the experience with Blood culture solutions

• Having a knowledgeable onsite technical
support team

• Quick replacement (SLA)

Technology
My measurements of success

Teka Smith, 28
• Clinical Lab Specialist (also known as Lab technician)
• University of Maryland medical center
• Baltimore, Maryland

24/7

Dispatch and visit

I NEED SUPPORT FROM BD AS I CAN’T
FIX THE ISSUE ON MY OWN

Providing training materials through my preferred
channel/method (e.g. online, in-person, apps).
Reaching a live technical support representative when I need
one
Customer support representatives providing helpful responses
in a way that I can understand

•

Samples per Year

Tools
and
sources

Customer needs &
expectations

I NEED TO FIND A BD TUTORIAL TO
TROUBLESHOOT MY ISSUE

<10,000

Needs &
expectations

Lukas Müller, 30

5.

Abbott 95/110 , Copan 95/120, Hologic 95/108, Oxoid 95/120, Sekisui 95/120
a. Copan, Focus diagnostics, Sekisui (101/120)
b. Copan 115/113, Cepheid 115/108 Focus diagnostics 115/114
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• Analyzed results by region including Customer verbatims to obtain
insights
• Identified the US and Europe as the regions with the biggest
opportunities
• Did a journey map workshop with main stakeholders and
identified systemic and endemic issues
Results:
• Quick-win: Adjusted dispatch process to keep customer informed
of arrival time
• Quick-win: Update criteria to assign parts to field service engineers
• Long term: Update spares and exchange system and integrate
with CRM

Questions?

10
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